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The Past [is] Alive in the Present [and] Shaping the Future
“Who controls the past controls the future. Who controls the present controls the past.” (George
Orwell).
When we speak of the survival and sustainability of Blackfoot “Culture”, we are speaking of more than
the survival and sustainability of the Blackfoot Nation and people who are the primary creators,
definers, carriers, learners, transmitters and expanded reproducers of that nation and culture. We are
also speaking about the survival and sustainability of the potential energy and influences—even on
other cultures—embodied in and transmitted by that culture. And since all culture is dynamic and
never static, we are also speaking of the survival and sustainability of all that it takes for Blackfoot
culture to grow, adapt to new challenges and new conditions, and, to continually challenge itself and
its own traditions and sacred practices and assumptions, some of which are functional and worth
keeping, and some dysfunctional and not worth keeping. That means that the survival and
sustainability of what is left of the Blackfoot nation and culture, as with other Indigenous nations,
nationalities and cultures also on the brink of total extinction, means dealing not only with conditions,
practices, forces and interests nominally “endogenous” or internal to the Blackfoot nation and culture
that may threaten it, but also it means dealing with those forces and interests, historical and presentday, that are nominally “exogenous” or external to the Blackfoot nation and culture, that have
threatened, and still threaten to this day, its survival and sustainability.[1]
As with any individual, so it is with any nation, that history is never really past and dead; it lives
within, constrains and shapes, the present and thus also the future. This does not mean that
individuals or whole nations cannot transcend the constraints of history, but they ignore them, or

engage in historical revisionism, at their own peril. To understand and deal with the past, and the
extent to which it is embodied in and thus constraining, the present and future, it is imperative that an
honest examination and accounting, with no equivocation, and without fear or favor to anyone, of that
past—and present shaped by that past—be done. Otherwise it is like someone going to see a physician
or lawyer for help but not being honest and forthright about what practices in the past led them in the
present to be in crisis and thus to need and seek help. That is partly, but only partly what George
Orwell meant (he was also talking about historical revisionism as a tool of control in the present) when
he noted:
Historically, and it has been thoroughly documented in the present, Blackfoot and other Indigenous
nations and their cultures in the Americas have been regarded by non-Indigenous settlers and the
governments they have developed as existential threats. What that means is that the mere existence,
even without any alleged aggressive acts or intentions on the part of those Indigenous nations and
cultures, simply their mere existence, was regarded as a threat to the systems, values, interests,
ambitions, power and control of those non-Indigenous nations and their governments. Why? It is
recorded in their own internal documents and discussions; it is all very dialectical.
As the “Tao Te Ching” of Lao Tzu puts it:
We know beauty because there is ugly.
We know good because there is evil.
Being and not being,
having and not having,
create each other.
Difficult and easy,
long and short,
high and low,
define each other,
just as before and after follow each other… [2]
It is very clear from the internal documents of the U.S. and Canadian Governments, as well as from
the internal documents, diaries and memoirs of the missionaries and “Indian Agents”, that the core
and defining values, institutions, practices, priorities, relationships and other dimensions of the culture
of the Blackfoot, with many aspects in common with the cultures of other Indigenous nations, were
not simply regarded and dismissed as “inferior” or backward; rather, they were first and foremost
regarded as direct challenges (without any evangelical intentions by Indigenous peoples to do so) to
the core values, practices, relations, theologies and institutions—cultures—of capitalism and those of
the settlers. Just as some capitalist nations have regarded the mere existence of socialism and
socialist values as an existential threat, without any alleged overt or covert acts of aggression by
socialist social formations like China, so Indigenous cultures and systems, with definite communalist
and non-capitalist practices and values, were regarded as existential threats and banned. Even many
Indigenous prayers, with communalist values, were seen as a threat to cultures—and interests—built
on capitalism. Here are but two of many examples from the archives of the Department of Indian
Affairs in Canada and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the U.S. that show the real nature and intentions
of their policies.
For example, in many traditional societies, there is the sacred practice of “Potlatch” or “Give Aways”
(Blackfoot) in which prized personal possessions are given away; they are not, by the way forms of
“gambling” or “lotteries”. These ceremonies are designed to teach: the transient nature of all material
possessions; not to become a slave to personal possessions; community spirit; compassion and that
happiness of others is more important than individualistic and selfish desires and possessions. These
traditional values are decidedly not consistent with market-based economies that are commonly based
upon—often celebrated in elements of their social capital—greed, selfishness, ultra-individualism,

competition, materialism, acquisitiveness, competition, narcissism and the logic of profits-for-powerand-power-for-profits. That the conflicting core values, relationships and institutions of traditional
Indigenous societies were in direct conflict with—and seen not co-exist with—those of market-based
societies was seen early on in U.S. and Canadian histories. For example:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Office of Indian Affairs-Washington
Supplement to Circular No. 1665 February 14, 1923
Indian Dancing
To Superintendents:
At a conference in October, 1922, of the missionaries of the several religious denominations
represented in the Sioux country, the following recommendations were adopted and have been
courteously submitted to this office:
1. That the Indian form of gambling[sic] and lottery[sic] known as the "ituranpi" (translated "Give
Away") be prohibited.
2. That the Indian dances be limited to one in each month in the daylight hours of one day in the
midweek, and at one center in each district; the months of March and April, June, July, and August be
excepted.
3. That none take part in the dances or be present who are under 50 years of age.
4. That a careful propaganda be undertaken to educate public opinion against the dance and to
provide a healthy substitute.
5. That there be close cooperation between the Government employees and the missionaries in those
matters which affect the moral welfare of Indians.
…After a conscientious study of the dance situation in his jurisdiction, the efforts of every
superintendent must persistently encourage and emphasize the Indian's attention to these political,
useful, thrifty, and orderly activities that are indispensable to his well-being and that underlie the
preservation of his race in the midst of complex and highly competitive conditions. The instinct of
individual enterprise and devotion to the posterity and elevation of family life should in some way be
made paramount in every Indian household to the exclusion of idleness, waste of time at frequent
gatherings of whatever nature, and the neglect of physical resources upon which depend food,
clothings[sic] , shelter, and the very beginnings of progress." [3]
"It is readily acknowledged that Indian children lose their natural resistance to illness by
habitating[sic] so closely in these schools, and that they die at a much higher rate than in their
villages. But this alone does not justify a change in the policy of this Department, which is geared
towards the FINAL SOLUTION OF OUR INDIAN PROBLEM." [4]
And it is more than irony that the term “Final Solution of ‘our’ the Indian Problem” in the DIA memo of
D.C. Scott is the exactly language used by the Nazis as in “Final Solution to the Jewish Problem”. The
Alberta Sterilization Act of 1928 [5], and the Eugenics Laws of 27 states of the U.S. were specifically
cited by the German Nazis as the direct “inspirations” for their own 1933 Race Hygiene Law and 1935
Nuremberg Race Laws.” [6] According to John Toland, biographer of Adolf Hitler:
Hitler's concept of concentration camps as well as the practicality of genocide owed much, so he
claimed, to his studies of English and United States history. He admired the camps for Boer prisoners
in South Africa And for the Indians in the Wild West; and often praised to his inner circle the efficiency

of America's extermination-by starvation and uneven combat-of the 'Red Savages' who could not be
tamed by captivity. [7]
And from an internal document of the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs:
"Set the blood-quantum at one-quarter, hold to it as a rigid definition of Indians, let intermarriage
proceed, and eventually Indians will be defined out of existence. When that happens, the federal
government will finally be freed from its persistent Indian problem." [8]
Why are these ugly aspects of U.S. and Canadian history [9] introduced into this paper on the survival
and sustainability of Blackfoot culture? Partly because they are legacies that remain within both
Canadian and Blackfoot societies that have not yet been fully admitted, analyzed or repaired. And
partly because some of the same forces and interests, both internal and external to the Blackfoot
nation, that have destroyed traditional Blackfoot culture, brought it to the edge of extinction, and
prevented its renewal and sustainability, are still alive, well, non-transparent and non-accountable to
this very day. And it is perhaps true irony, that the most radical and advanced thinkers among
Indigenous activists today, both in the U.S. and in Canada, are known as “Traditionalists”. And they
argue, as modern-day sciences are increasingly confirming, that the Indigenous traditions, practices,
science, and epistemology to which they wish to return, are not simply some mythical communalist
and “primitive” past of some 200 years ago, but were and are, far in advance of where many crisesridden non-Indigenous societies, paradigms, practices and systems are today. Among Blackfoot
traditionalists, they argue that many dominant non-Indigenous cultures and their core defining
notions, are threats not only to the very existence and survival of Blackfoot and other Indigenous
peoples, but also to the very non-Indigenous societies and peoples pushing these notions themselves.
Blackfoot Culture and Indigenous Science: Vision
Although there are many definitions of culture, all include language as absolutely central to the
origination, learning, expression, adaptation, transmission and preservation of culture. In the
language of Blackfoot or properly speaking “Niitsitapi” two words are employed: 1) “niitsitapia ‘ pii
nin” and 2) “yaapiistotsimat” The first means to live in accordance with “Niitsitapi” Ways and the
second means to be forced to live in accordance with White or non-Niitsitapi ways. These two words
reflect profound differences between Eurocentric versus Indigenous languages, paradigms,
epistemologies and even notions of what is “science”. The theoretical physicist F. David Peat who lived
for a while among Blackfoot noted:
“English, and for that matter French, German, Italian and the other European languages are nounoriented. They are employed to divide the world into physical objects (nouns) and thinking into
separate concepts (again nouns). Many Native American languages do not work this way. They are
verb-based. Thus, when in English we speak of “medicine” we automatically seek a referent, a
substance, an object, something tangible, and something that can be conceptualized. But suppose we
begin with something verbal, with activity, process, a movement of harmony and balance. Medicine
could then be felt in the beating of the heart, sensed as a movement around the sacred circle, the
wind blowing through the leaves of the tress, the growing of green plants, and the astronomical
alignments of the medicine wheel.” [10]
From his study of Blackfoot Culture, with particular reference to the Sun Dance[11], Professor Peat
came to some remarkable conclusions confirmed by other observers. He found for example, in the
rituals, allegories, symbolism and values embodied in Blackfoot culture, not only evidence of very
advanced “science” and scientific methods, but indeed “science” far in advance of where the
Newtonian-based “science” and epistemology of Eurocentric cultures, increasingly under siege, are
today. He found for example, concrete notions of key principles and concepts that today make up the
versions of Quantum Mechanics “discovered” only in the early 20th century: Superpositionality;
Wave/particle duality; Entanglement; Bose-Einstein condensates and mass-energy equivalence,

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle and the four basic laws of Thermodynamics.[12]
Eurocentric “science”, reflected in the Eurocentric [13] languages and cultures, has been based upon
(and under siege from Complexity or Chaos Theory and Dialectical-Historical Materialism for) its
reliance on notions of: stasis; partial and general equilibria; linear and unidirectional causality;
ultimate independent and dependent variables; ultra-reductionism; Morphostatic systems; acontextualism and a-historicism; ultra-individualism; Newtonian clock-like or machine-like order[s];
the whole or macro being seen as nothing more than the sum of its parts or micro units; notions of
culture and science themselves as a nouns or stocks of accumulated things rather than as processes;
and hidden rhetorical and ideological intentions. All of these constructs and approaches of Newtonianbased “science” were, and are increasingly being put into question not only by Quantum Mechanics,
Complexity or Chaos Theory, classical Taoism and more sophisticated versions of Dialectical-Historical
Materialism, but, according to Peat and others, were anticipated long ago and embodied in Indigenous
science and epistemology.
Why do I mention subjects like “Blackfoot Physics” and principles, practices and epistemological
approaches of Indigenous science in this paper? Because one question that may be posed here is a
simple compound question: “Who cares, or should care--and why--about the imperative for survival
and sustainability of Blackfoot and other Indigenous cultures?” This goes a way to help to answer that
question. Survival of the Blackfoot and other Indigenous nations and cultures is an imperative for nonIndigenous peoples and cultures beyond the notion of “diversity is interesting and fun to watch”, or, in
terms of the overworked metaphor of “The Canary in the Mine” (“Today it is us, tomorrow it is you”).
It is increasingly evident in all the sciences, that often what is thought to be “new” is not true, and
often what is true is not new. By any definition of culture, the Nazis sought to develop and did develop
what they called “Nazi Culture”; but that is one form or type of culture, among others, that most
decent people would not want to see survive and be sustained as it would mean, by definition, the
destruction of other peoples and cultures.

When we speak of Blackfoot Culture, as we speak of the Blackfoot Nation, we are not speaking of a
fixed quantity or accumulated “stock” (as a noun typical of Eurocentric definitions of “culture”) of
values, beliefs, symbols, language, arts, people, symbols, institutions, socioeconomic and politicolegal relationships, taboos, sacred constructs, traditions, artifacts, learned behaviors, rituals, myths
etc. Culture, in Blackfoot and generally indigenous terms refers, rather, to dynamic processes. In
Blackfoot terms, culture does not refer only to that which is created, learned, transmitted by and
related to the concerns of humankind. In Blackfoot and Indigenous terms, culture also includes that of
which humankind is an integral part whether created, recognized, seen, appropriated or even deemed
“useful” by humankind.
In most Indigenous languages, as in Blackfoot, there is no word for “science”[14], yet it is very clear
that many Indigenous societies, Blackfoot included, were doing, no matter what culturally loaded
definition of “science” is employed, real and very sophisticated science and scientific method. And
when we speak of Indigenous science, as with culture, again we are not speaking of a noun of some
accumulated body or “stock” of tools, techniques, methods for discovering the essences of and laws
governing phenomena that make up an objective reality independent of our perceptions of that reality.
We are not speaking of processes for merely discerning the salient or essential aspects of an objective
reality outside of ourselves, but of processes that take into account our own roles in that reality,
including, how our own perceptions, measurements and transformations of that reality become
incorporated into and thus affect it. This is in line with some of the most recent discoveries in
Quantum Mechanics, Chaos Theory and Dialectical-Historical Materialism and is not some kind of
mysticism or metaphysics. Indigenous science does not seek to discover the essences and laws
governing phenomena in order to simply get around, reverse or conquer them, but to work in
accordance with them.

Copyright 1991 by First Nations Development Institute (Reprinted Under Fair Use Doctrine)
In Blackfoot culture, as in most Indigenous cultures, the number four is not merely a quantity or
cardinal magnitude, without quality or force as in many Eurocentric cultures (four of what?); it has its
own power, symbolism and force giving it quality in addition to quantity. The number four stands for:
the four principle directions of the compass (North, South, East and West); the four principle colors of
the human family (Black White Red and Yellow); the four forms of balance that all humans must seek
to survive and prosper (Physical, Emotional, Mental and Spiritual); the four basic elements of Nature
(Wind, Fire, Earth and Water). In this model, there are four basic dimensions of development and
sustainability that illustrate the dialectical unity of the macro and the micro levels of existence: control
of assets and kinship (macro) and personal efficacy and spirituality (micro).
Blackfoot and Indigenous cultures (as do Chaos Theory and Dialectical-Historical Materialism) see
systems and/as: totalities; wholes greater or lesser than the sums of their parts; continually in
motion; as morphogenetic not morphostatic systems; driven by both external or exogenous, and
internal or endogenous, shocks and processes on the verge of perpetual disequilibria. The more
Eurocentric, Newtonian-based and clock-like or thermostat-like models, see only aggregates that are
the sums of their parts, driven by external or exogenous shocks, and restored to, and moving
between, punctuated equilibrium states by endogenous self-equilibrating processes. Needless to say,
the present realities of the global economy as well as those realities of many national economies
confirm the Blackfoot and Indigenous paradigms while refuting the classical or neoclassical paradigms.
The existence of positive feedback loops (feedback effects that move a system in the same direction it
was already moving instead of negative feedback loops that tend to reverse the direction of movement
of a system) produce second-derivative (acceleration) and even third-derivative (differential
acceleration or “jerks”) effects on phenomena and systems and lead to the process of “negation of the
negation” or quantitative changes producing qualitative leaps.
F. David Peat and others like Jack Weatherford in his trilogies [15] note that aspects of clashes of and
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous nations and civilizations were related to clashes between
fundamentally opposing paradigms and whole epistemologies. Not simply in terms of the morphostatic
paradigm and systems of Newtonian clockwork and self-equilibrating systems of Eurocentric science
versus the morphogenetic, self-negating, dialectical and chaotic systems of Indigenous science, Chaos
Theory and Dialectical-Historical materialism, but in terms of fundamental values and views of the
fundamental nature and roles of science itself.
(Source Henderson, Hazel, http://www.hazelhenderson.com/visual.html; reprinted under Fair Use
Doctrine)
Hope, Trust and “Social Capital”
The notions of hope and trust are central in the Blackfoot/Indigenous model of survival and
sustainability above. It is only recently that “mainstream” or “Neoclassical” theory in Economics has
even paid any attention at all to the notion of “social capital” [16] (institutions that foster hope, trust,
social cohesion and cooperation that cause/allow people to save, invest, sacrifice in the present for the
future and for future generations and generally buy into the system and engage in “Political and Civic
Participation”). Even now, the attention paid to social capital (with the focus on “capital” as also in
human “capital”, with the construct of “capital” seen as the decisive dimension or force in productivity
and “progress” being central) is on the level of reciprocity among individuals, not because of any
assumed fundamental social nature or obligations of individuals to the collective, but in terms of the
central Neoclassical construct of “methodological individualism”. Sociologists like Putnam’s notion of
“social capital” as institutions of reciprocity, is that “you do for me and I do for you and we both gain

individually as maximizing and atomistic individuals as we “appear” to be cooperating, and thus
violating central assumptions of the Neoclassical paradigm, but actually, we remain atomistic and
maximizing competitors —an attempt to rescue the Neoclassical paradigm from contradictions
inherent in the central construct of “methodological individualism” [17]
In Blackfoot culture, there is no notion of even the possibility of individuals within a collective being
individually well off while within a sick and deteriorating collective. In traditional Blackfoot societies,
the Chiefs ate last not first, no one ate unless all could eat, no one had shelter unless all had shelter
and so on. Personal efficacy was intimately tied in with social efficacy. Lying was punished with death
because a liar was seen as a threat to the whole collective not only as a potential collaborator with
enemies, but as someone who would undermine social cohesion, cooperation and trust, and thus
essential national security within and of the collective. Adultery was punished with loss of the nose for
the woman and loss of the left braid of hair for the man. Banishment was seen as a punishment far
worse than death because it meant loss of association for life with the community and one’s
relations.[18]
Attempts have been made to rebuild some of the essential dimensions of the overall traditional culture
and values of the Blackfoot Nation, outside of the Indian Act and DIA Tribal Councils, in the Blackfoot
Constitution which is being circulated, vetted, and altered with various submissions as it is being
ratified at grass-roots levels.[19] This is not only being done outside of the Indian Act and DIA Tribal
Councils but in direct challenge to them. Allegations and actual findings of serious corruption on the
part of the Indian Act Tribal Councils, in every part of Blackfoot Country and in Indian Country in
general, have undermined any confidence in them. Further, there are issues in international law as to
how any nation can summarily declare another nation, that meets all the tests under international law
to be considered a nation, as “sui generis” (of a special type) or as a “dependent nation”, and even
declare who may or may not be considered members of that nation, as was and is being done by the
governments of both the U.S. and Canada with respect to First Nations. Once any group of people
meets the basic tests under international law qualifying them as a nation, then also under
international law, that group has a fundamental right not to be exterminated or assimilated into
another nation without the democratically-expressed consent of the peoples being assimilated, and,
that group constituting a nation, has also fundamental rights associated with its survival:
independence, self-determination, sovereignty, its own form of government and socioeconomic and
politico-legal system. In fact, under the Vienna Convention on Treaties, which both the U.S. and
Canadian Governments recognize as “the definitive international law on treaties”, since treaties are
covenants between nations not individuals, then when treaties are signed, even if later broken over
and over, as in the case of Treaty 7, which many Blackfoot contend, and have documentation to
prove, was never signed or ratified by Blackfoot Chiefs in the first place, then each side is not only
tacitly, but explicitly, recognizing: the other treating partner as a sovereign nation; as a co-equal; and
its system of government, as having the sovereignty, authority and standing among its people to sign
the treaty and hold a population to its terms into the future.
“Control” of “Assets”
Central to the survival and sustainability of the Blackfoot Nation and culture is preservation of and
control over what is left of the traditional Blackfoot land base. By “control” of the land, Blackfoot and
most Indigenous people do not mean ownership, commoditization and “control” in the capitalist or
Eurocentric sense, rather in the sense of stewardship to protect its viability and sustainability for
future generations. The U.S. and Canadian governments have been caught in contradictions in their
own capitalist property rights and values that have undermined both. Under capitalist law, land may
be legally acquired and held in five basic ways: 1) sale (but no one can legally sell or keep stolen
property even if bought innocently); 2) bequest (but no one can legally inherit stolen property even if
innocently); 3) gift (but no one can give or accept stolen property even if innocently) 4) Just War (but
the war must meet all the tests under international law of a Just War—must be in self-defense); 5)
Discovery (but no one can “discover” lands with Indigenous peoples already on them). Thus, both the

U.S. and Canadian governments know very well, that in their own terms, not Blackfoot or Indigenous
terms alone, but in their own terms, and under the very same property rights they assert to defend
their own private property, much of the historical acquisitions and losses of traditional Indigenous
lands represented pure theft in addition to pure genocide. It is not enough to say that Indigenous
nations had not concept of “private ownership” and commoditization of land and thus the lands were
not stolen, the fact is that in terms of the existing international law at the time, law developed since
the times of the Spanish Conquistadores in the 15th and 16th centuries, law that they invoked to
legitimate their own properties, Indigenous lands were stolen and thus could not be sold, gifted,
bequeathed or justified under laws of discovery or just war. That is why the present U.S. and
Canadian governments are trying to define some Indian nations out of existence with blood-quantum
criteria for Tribal recognition and membership and/or getting Indian Act Tribal Councils installed and
maintained by those governments to sign bills of sale to legitimize past thefts and genocidal
acquisitions of Indigenous lands. The map below illustrates the historical land base of the Blackfoot
relative to what is recognized as Blackfoot lands today (some 2.6 million acres in both the U.S. and
Canada contiguously) In fact, the Lame Bull Treaty or Treaty of Fort Benton of October 1855, one of
the more problematic of the treaties signed by both the U.S. and Canadian governments, explicitly
recognized the existence of a sovereign Blackfoot Nation made up of some various Bands or Tribes
stretching over an area covering parts of Montana and the U.S. and Alberta in Canada contiguously.
[20]
The infamous Indian Residential School systems of Canada and the Indian Boarding Schools of the
U.S. for which no real accounting or full apologies and restitutions have ever been made, were as
much about breaking the connections of the Indigenous Nations with their land bases and traditional
ways, by creating pools of unskilled and semi-skilled wage workers dependent upon sale of their labor
power for survival, as with also breaking their connections with, and in turn undermining, their
cultures, languages, spirituality and other dimensions of the Indigenous nations.[21]
The map above shows the historical land base of the original Blackfoot Nation versus those lands
recognized as Blackfoot Reserves today (some 2.6 million acres). If the claim is made that there is no
more Blackfoot Nation, then when and under what conditions and authority did it cease to exist? If
treaties still exist, and they do, and if each treating partner in signing a treaty both tacitly and
explicitly recognizes the co-equal status, nationhood, sovereignty and system of government of the
other, then when, and under what authority, did the traditional system of government of the Blackfoot
cease to exist in lieu of the present Indian Act and DIA system of nominally elected but in reality
appointed, DIA Tribal Councils? Are the governments of the U.S. and Canada admitting to genocide?
What if the government of say Poland arrogated to presume to dictate criteria of who may or may not
be considered a “real” American or Canadian? Or, perhaps another and more apt analogy, and the one
actually used in Indian Country, might be the present-day Indian Act Tribal Councils, often riddled
with corruption [22], being seen as having the standing and legitimacy under international law as say
the Vichy Government installed by Nazi occupying France [23] or perhaps the standing and legitimacy
of the government of the last Emperor Pu Yi installed by the Japanese Imperialists in China in an
entity they created and what they named “Manchuko”[24].
Further, the issue of loss of Blackfoot lands is not merely a matter of losses of critical resources for the
survival and sustainability of the Blackfoot Nation. The connection to the land, in every possible way,
is central to Blackfoot culture. As F. David Peat puts it:
“Connection to the landscape is one of the most powerful things within an Indigenous society which
explains the pain and anger The People experience when they see the land around them exploited and
destroyed. The Native people I have spoken to refer to the land as their mother, and the Blackfoot say
that to walk on the land is to walk on your own flesh. The memory of this landscape transcends
anything we have in the West, for its trees, rocks, animals, and plants are all imbued with energies,
powers and spirits. The whole of the land is alive and each person is related to it. The land sustains
and, in turn, the ceremonies and sacrifices of The People aid in its renewal…I have heard many Native

people say they have ‘a map in their head’. This map, I believe, is the relationship of the land to The
People. Moreover, it transcends any mere geographical representation, for in it are enfolded the
songs, ceremonies and histories of a people.”[25]
The incentives to privatize, commoditize and expropriate what are left of Blackfoot lands have never
been greater. Among the last sources of pristine fresh water are on what are now Blackfoot lands
which are also rich in oil, ammonite, wind energy, grazing lands, uranium, timber, geothermal energy
and other critical resources. This leads to the U.S. and Canadian Governments, along with private
developers, finding the paths of least resistance and cheapest ways of acquiring access to and control
over those resources, often with a few Tribal insiders selling out the resource bases and with
disastrous consequences on the people of the various Reserves. This also undermines confidence in
dealing with or forming partnerships with the U.S. and Canadian Governments on the part of Blackfoot
and other Indigenous Nations because much of the corruption is seen as at least being tolerated by
and beneficial to those governments and private interests that they clearly represent and protect[26]
Indigenous activists can go on any Reserve or Reservation, even those of Nations and Tribes of which
they are not members, and in ten minutes or less, they can find out, via the “Moccasin Telegraph
Service” who is dealing drugs, who are doing illegal gambling, who are involved in prostitution, who
are the aristocrats putting their relations and friends on the payrolls, and any and all other forms of
corruption, They argue that RCMP and the FBI, charged with investigating and prosecuting such
crimes on the Reserves and Reservations, could easily do the same and yet time after time, even
when tipped off by Elders sick of corruption, do not. Why? Because corrupt Indians often sell-out
cheap plus they are easier to control and manipulate as once anyone does any form of corruption,
they are vulnerable to exposure and therefore also control.
Education and Human Capital
When I first began to study Economics in the 1960s, the major textbooks equated economic growth
with development and saw “physical capital” as central in the overall equations of factors critical to
growth and development (the term sustainability was not even used) That view of growth and
development, with physical capital as the key, of course conveniently also assigns a critical role to the
capitalist who owns and/or controls that physical capital. Then came the 1970s, and someone got the
bright idea that no matter how sophisticated the physical capital employed in economic growth and
development, someone had to fix the machines, know when and where and how to use them and not
use them, so along came the concept of “human capital” or knowledge, skill, experience, and
presumably work ethic to be able to use the physical capital effectively; the textbooks got trendy and
began to incorporate human capital as a key factor in economic growth no longer seen as synonymous
with economic development, a much broader process. And only recently has the notion that workers
and the population at large also in need of hope, trust, social cohesion, belief in the system to cause
them to plan and f=work for the future that the notion of social capital beginning to show up in the
textbooks.
Anyone who has been on the Reservations and Reserves of the Blackfoot, or on those of any
Indigenous nations, has seen the tragedy of what passes for “education” and educational facilities.”
The lack of infrastructure, qualified and motivated teachers, up-to-date curricula, advanced methods
in pedagogy, internet access and library resources, mentors and many other resources critical to
effective education and human capital formation are well known and have existed for a long time. But
the problems for Indigenous education go far beyond what can be fixed with updating physical
facilities and bringing in new technologies. They have to do with fundamental definitions of and
approaches to what is real education, Indigenous or otherwise. There are scholars like Dr. Roland
Chrisjohn of the Oneida Nation who have given serious thought to Indigenous education and how the
Indian Residential School systems of Canada and the U.S. not only decimated Indigenous
communities, but also never represented real and effective education or models for education even for
non-Indigenous children.[27]

Blackfoot language is being taught on all of the Reserves of the Blackfoot; but language is never
sterile or value-free and it will always beg the questions of by whom, for whom, and for what
purposes, are the language and also are traditional aspects of Blackfoot culture being taught. Many of
the programs into which Blackfoot and other Indigenous children are channeled, by their own choices
or by advisors, have to do with alcohol and substance abuse counseling or programs in “Native
Studies” (often taught and using scholarship of by non-Indigenous academics that are virtually useless
except for getting some kind of management job in the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the U.S. or the
Department of Indian Affairs in Canada).
The survival and sustainability of the Blackfoot and other Indigenous nations will require what other
non-Indigenous nations will require in terms of educated—not just schooled which is not necessarily
the same thing—workforce and leadership: real quality education that addresses the likely challenges
and imperatives of survival and sustainability in the twenty-first century but, with due respect to the
fact that that what is new may well not be true, and what is true may not be new.
Conclusion
Blackfoot, like other Indigenous nations on the verge of extinction, are the proverbial and overworked
“Canary in the Mine.” And as Albert Einstein once defined insanity as doing the same things over and
over, in the same ways, with the same people and yet expecting different results. So it is, that
Indigenous Peoples cannot continue, adopt or even allow, the very same forces, values, paradigms,
institutions, paternalism, and whole socio-economic politico-legal systems (modes of production) that
brought them to the verge of extinction, and that even threaten the non-Indigenous peoples who
promote them as “civilization”, as well threatening the whole planet itself, to take them all the way to
extinction as has happened to so many nations that no longer exist. For those who are not Indigenous
and thus believe that the fate of Indigenous nations is of no concern however regrettable, perhaps
give some thought to the fact that any society that tolerates and promotes the extinction of any
national minority or nation within its borders is one that is capable of tolerating and promoting the
extinction or any other group; and is not either sustainable or the kind of society or system worth
preserving especially in today’s world with the means of mass destruction that exist today.[28]
Blackfoot, like other Indigenous nations, are intimately bound up with Canada and indeed the world
like it or not. The question, however, remains on what basis and with what consequences—for Canada
as well as Indigenous nations—the present relations and institutions, that have brought Indigenous
nations to the brink of extinction, could, should or would continue. Samir Amin notes:
“Now the world capitalist system, cannot be reduced, even in abstraction, to the capitalist mode of
production, and still less can it be analyzed as a mere juxtaposition of countries or sectors governed
by the capitalist mode of production with others governed by precapitalist modes of production (the
dualism thesis). Apart from a few ‘ethnographical reserves’, such as that of the Orinoco Indians, all
contemporary societies are integrated into a world system. Not a single concrete socioeconomic
formation of our time can be understood except as part of this world system… …Relations between the
formations of the ‘developed’ or advanced world (the center) and those of the ‘underdeveloped’ world
(the periphery) are affected by transfers of value, and these constitute the problem of accumulation
on a world scale. Whenever the capitalist mode of production enters into relations with precapitalist
modes of production, and subjects these to itself, transfers of value take place from the precapitalist
to capitalist formations as a result of the mechanisms of ‘primitive accumulation’. These mechanisms
do not belong only to the prehistory of capitalism; they are contemporary as well. It is these forms of
primitive accumulation, modified but persistent, to the advantage of the center, that form the domain
of the theory of accumulation on a world scale.” [29]
In Blackfoot language “Ni Kso Ko Wa” means “We are all related” or “All my Relations”. So as we are
all related as human beings, and indeed all human cultures share some common denominators, so are

our fates, as individuals and whole cultures, interrelated. We are the proverbial “Canary in the Mine”.
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LIl Qiang(Yunnan University for Nationalities): On The Policies of the Ethnic Minority's Foreign
Language Education in Yunnan Against the Multi-ethnic Culture Background
李强（云南民族大学教授）：“多元民族文化背景下的云南少数民族外语教育政策研究”
9:30-9:40 pml Coffee/tea break茶休
9:40-11:00 aml
Session 5: Ethnic Identity: Issues of Shifting Ethnic Identification
Moderator: Dr. Carlo J. Krieger (Luxembourg Scholar)
Discussant: Dr. James Frideres（University of Calgary, Canada）
分组5：变化的族群认同问题
主持：柯意赫(卢森堡学者)
评议：傅里德斯 (加拿大卡尔加里大学,教授)
Presenters:
发言人：
Erin Williams (University ofl British Columbia, Canada): Patterns and Variation in the Local Application
of the Indigenous Peoples Concept
爱琳（加拿大不列颠哥伦比亚大学，博士研究生）：“原住民观念在地方性应用中的形式和变异”
James M.l Craven（Clark College, USA）: The Survival and Sustainability of the Blackfoot Nation and
Culture in Canada and USA
柯瑞文（克拉克学院，教授）：“北美黑脚族印第安人的文化生存和维系”
LI Pengfei(Beijing Institutel of Technology, China):Towards a Better Understanding of the Needs of
the North American Indians
李鹏飞（北京理工大学，教授）：“北美印第安人的诉求”
WEI Li and LIU Zhongwenl (Liaoning Police Academy, China): Preservation and Development of the
Canadian Distinctive Aboriginal Cultures
魏莉、刘忠文（辽宁警官高等专科学校，副教授）：“加拿大土著文化的保留和弘扬”

11:00-11:10 aml Coffee/tea break茶休
11:10-12:40 aml
Session 6: Responding to Globalization: Intercultural Communication
Moderator: Dr. Graham Johnson（University of British Columbia, Canada）
Discussant: Dr. Huhua Cao（University of Ottawa，Canada）
分组5：全球化回应：文化交流与教育思考
主持：詹森（不列颠哥伦比亚大学,教授）
评议：曹沪华（加拿大渥太华大学，副教授）
Presenters:
发言人：
l Dr.ZHANG Yanqiu (Communication University of China, China): Media Literacy Education In China
And Canada In The Context Of Cultural Diversity: Difference And Similarities
张艳秋（中国传媒大学，副教授）：“文化多样性背景下的中加媒体教育比较研究”
LIANl Haiying(Nanjing University of Finance & Economics, China): Canadian Pluralism Education
Under the Background of Globalization
练海英（南京财经大学，副教授）：“全球化背景下的加拿大多元文化教育”
LI Liping and ZHANGl Gaoyuan( Nanjing University of Finance & Economics,China): Reflection on
Christmas Celebration in China
李丽萍、张高远（南京财经大学，副教授）：“对中国过圣诞节的反思”
CAOl Qian(Minzu University of China): The Adaptive Condition of College Students to Xinjiang in
China
曹谦（中央民族大学，硕士研究生）：“新疆大学生的适应状况调查”
12:40-13:00l pm
Closing Summary 会议总结
Jean L.Kunz, Policy Research Initiative Canada
DU Fachun, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China
杜发春（中国社会学科学院）
骆菁（加拿大政策研究所）

13:00 Lunchl午餐

Day 4（ July 30, Thursday） DEPARTURE 第4天（7月30日，周四），代表离会

